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Nazi Zombies of 
World War One

...introduction...
Is it a virus? Is it Nazi sorcery? Does Hitler have a time 
machine? Or were there Nazi zombies, before there were Nazis? I  
don't know. Maybe it isn't really important. There's something out  
there, in the darkness, in the mud and the barbed wire.

There are no zombies as evil as Nazi zombies, the ultimate pop 
cultural abbreviation for generic evil. But suppose that we play in 
earnest for a moment, and say that National Socialism rose from the 
meaningless horror and death in No Man's Land?

Nazi Zombies of  World War One is a game master-less action/ 
storytelling game about the horror of  war and fear of  death, 
lovingly crafted to be both wacky and nerve-racking as Hell. It's 
pretty silly, and deadly serious.

Expected duration of  play: 2 hours

Number of  players: Five, one of  whom is also a facilitator

Genre: War, action, horror

Player type: You love both telling stories and playing your heart 
out. You like playing funny games with serious questions, and you 
thrive on pressure and high pace.

About the designer: Troels believes fiercely in roleplayers as co-
creators. Rumour has it that he has anarcho-syndicalist leanings.



Introduction for the facilitator
Welcome, and thanks for facitiating the game. Here's what, how and why; a few 
words on what this is about, what's really going on under the hood, and what you 
are to do with it.

Nazi zombies?
To answer the questions from the introduction: No, there are no answers in the 
game, and it's not important in the game where the Nazi zombies come from and 
why. This is not investigation. On a slightly higher symbolic level it's a point about 
the Nazi zombies that one significant source of  Nazism (of  several) was the 
experience of  completely meaningless death and horror that the German veterans 
brought home from the Western Front. Among them was of  course Adolph Hitler. 
On a slightly more contemporary, pop cultural note, Nazis and in particular Nazi 
zombies are a shorthand abbeviation for generic evil that requires no further 
explanation. Let it be no secret that this tendency annoys me, because the evil of  
the Nazis neither was nor is generic. It is the result of  a horrid view of  what it 
means to be human that led (and in some places still leads) to horrid actions. 
Significant parts of  that cultural baggage is unfortunately not so dead and gone as 
one could wish it was, and as such it can be gainful to look at it as other than just 
an in-joke. 

The Nazi zombies are also a short cut to the horror of  war. The war itself  is too 
big for the horror of  it to be unpackable as more than an idea, but the Nazi 
zombies let you get started on the bad stuff  right away. And then, once you're 
going, the horror gets tangible.

Finally,  Nazi Zombies of  World War One is a spinoff  of  my World War One game 
Dulce et Decorum. I had considered categorizing the latter as horror, but my friend 
Anne Vinkel brought to my attention that if  I combined the categories "World 
War" and "horror", people would turn up looking for Nazi zombies. There are, to 
put it mildly, no Nazi zombies in Dulce et Decorum, but here they are.

Thanks to
Anne for the idea and for sparring, to my wife Christina for feedback, To Emily for 
English translation assistance and to Elias, Dennis and Delenn for the first play 
test. And to four lovely Viking Con attendees, of  whose names I only remember 
Jacob, for the second play test.

Practical note – Print one sided, one page per sheet. The front page and the 
Nazi zombie recruiting poster should be printed in colour.



Overview of  the game
Nazi Zombies of  World War One is an action/horror storytelling game set in the 
trenches of  the Western Front during World War One, in 1917. After the warmup 
and a prologue scene there are four main scenes and three interludes, and then an 
epilogue. In the main scenes the players tell about the war and their characters in it, 
and later about the menacing Nazi zombies. Every time a player has had their turn 
and told a bit, they have to roll a four-sided die. If  they roll a one they become 
"threatened." If  they roll a one while threatened, their character dies. The first main 
scene ends after one has fallen, the rest after two have kicked the bucket. The intent 
is to build up tension and at the same time tell a grim tale. If  your character dies, 
you must instead speak for the war and the Nazi zombies. You don't play an 
individual Nazi zombie. In the interlude, players with surviving characters play 
more traditional in-character roleplay. This builds up the characters as people that 
we care about, so there's something to lose when the bullets are flying and the dice 
are rolling.

The game is built so that the britons (players with living characters) and Nazi 
zombies (players, whose characters are dead) appear as two sides fighting each 
other, and who can "win" depending on whether there are britons left after the 
fourth main scene or no. Each side has a clearly marked side of  the table, turning it 
into a battlefield of  sorts. This too builds tension.

The other players will get to see most of  the fame materials too. You make 
characters yourselves during the warmup, recruiting posters and rules are on the table for 
the duration of  the game, and instructions and illustrations lie each in two piles, one on 
each side of  the table. One of  your tasks is to make sure that the currently relevant 
instructions and illustrations are on top so all players can see and follow them. It 
can be a good idea to remind the other players of  the introduction, and the other 
sections are for you, dear facilitator. On the next page, see on the diagram how to lay  
out the table how to lay out the table.



How to lay out the table



Facilitating Nazi zombies
You're the facilitator, not the game master. In this context this mostly means that 
you are a player like the others, you're just the one who has read the game already. 
For the most part your fellow players will have access to the text on an (almost) 
even footing with you, as the instructions for the game are freely available and on 
the table. In practice, though, you will probably serve a few functions that it would 
be a good idea to be aware of.

• Help your fellow players get started and help them along the way should they 
falter.

• Keep an eye on time in the interludes and ask your fellow players to 
wrap it up when time's up.

• Assure your fellow players that they're doing fine. You don't actually 
have to tell them "you're doing fine" unless they ask, but be a 
cheerleader. Give people positive feedback when they do and say things 
that are cool. Grin broadly or give a nod of  somber recognition, as befits 
the mood at the table. It's OK if  consistency and continuity aren't 
perfect; unless it completely wrecks the story just say yes, that's fine. 
Tempo and nerve are much more important.

• Push people to keep up the tempo. This is most important! Don't 
interrupt rudely if  people get a little poetic or long winded in the main 
scenes, but do say something like "that was really poetic, but much 
shorter would be great."

• Play with good energy, as it's infectious, but don't take up all the space all 
the time. Be a sympathetic briton or a nasty Nazi zombie.

• Frame the scenes off  the scene instructions, unless it's an interlude and 
you're playing zombies. In that case get someone else to do it.

• If  for some reason the game runs completely off  the rails, be aware that 
it might fall to you to take matters in hand and do something about it. 
And watch the time; this needs to be doable in two hours.

Try to stay on top of  things. Read and understand the game thoroughly 
before you play.

In terms of  materials, you'll need five coins, preferably coppers, a four-sided die 
and materials for name tags. A dice cup, a couple of  pens and a pair of  scissors 
could come in handy too.



The mechanics explained
The mechanics are explained on the "rules" sheets for the table, but here's a more 
thorough explanation and a couple of  recommendations.

In the main scenes players take turns telling. Every player must tell two, three 
sentences' worth, and for the sake of  continuity include something mentioned by 
the previous teller. Players of  still-living britons tell the war and their characters in 
the war. Players of  the Nazi zombies tell the war and if  it makes sense in the scene, 
the menacing Nazi zombies. They don't control a particular Nazi zombie 
character, but tell of  their predations in general. It is quite important that 
you help the first Nazi zombie player get this. The turn to tell goes clockwise 
round the table.

It is extremely important that the individual pieces of  tale don't get too long. 
Tempo is critical.

Every time you've told, you must roll a four-sided die. If  you roll one, you become 
"threatened" and mark this by laying down a copper coin in front of  you. If  you 
roll a one while threatened, you fall. This of  course means that the sequence can at 
the very earliest stop after everyone has told at least once, and most sequences will 
be rather longer. 

When someone falls the players must tell how this happens, without dice. The 
unlucky player starts the telling, and then the turn passes around. When the last 
player has told, things will have gone terribly wrong. When a briton falls, it means 
that the character dies; in the first main scene, they die of  bombs and bullets, after 
that, probably of  Nazi zombies. When a Nazi zombie falls, it means that for at 
while the britons are awesome and drive back the Nazi zombies with desperate 
heroism. Then, the fall told, all threat markers are removed. Fallen britons go over 
to the Nazi zombie side; fallen Nazi zombies keep on playing Nazi zombies.

The first main scene ends after one has fallen. The second, third and fourth main 
scenes continue until two have fallen in each. If  two must fall in a main scene, you 
go back to rolling dice and telling after the first has fallen, until the second falls too.



Storytelling tricks
Here's a collection of  tips and tricks. Use them yourself, and use them to help the 
other players if  they fumble a bit with the form.

• Lead by example. Show how by doing it.

• If  you're telling as the first on your side of  the table, it's a good idea to react 
to what's been said on the other side.

• If  you're telling as the last on your side of  the table, it's a good idea to tell 
something nice and aggressive that the other side of  the table can react to. 
In between scenes it's OK to switch positions on the same side of  the table, 
so you don't always have the same position. Or you can change direction 
around the table.

• It's OK to have short in-character conversations between the britons in the 
main scenes as it makes sense, just don't make it long and involved.

• Spice it up: Tell from the point of  view of  a hateful Nazi zombie (if  you 
play Nazi zombies).

• Spice it up: Jump a bit in time by saying things like "four hours later" or "that 
night", as variation, to speed things up and if  there's something to look 
forward to in the tale.

In between the main scenes there are interludes. Here the britons play ordinary in-
character roleplay, and only the britons. Nazi zombie players can only look silently 
but hungrily at the scene. This is the britons' reward for surviving, and where we 
get to see them as real live people whose survival we can be bothered to care about. 
For the interludes there's a situation and possible subjects, to be read out by a 
British player. Do it if  you're British, and make sure someone does if  you're dead.



Initial exercises
–Warmup, character creation and prologue, conducted by the facilitator 

Setup
Lay out the two sides each on their side of  the table, facing one another. On each 
side there should be a recruiting poster on the one hand and a "system for" sheet 
on the other. In the middle of  each front, place two piles. One is a pile of  
instructions, with main scene 0 on top on the British side and main scene 1 on top 
on the Nazi zombie side, the other main scenes in order below them, and the 
epilogue for that side at the bottom. The other pile is illustrations, one for each 
side. 

Warmup
• Have a brief  chat based on the introduction and make sure everyone is on 

board with what's what. Call attention to the serious agenda behind the 
goofing around.

• Now an exercise to heighten the energy level. Stand up. First hiss, all 
together, nice and aggressively. Then, snarl together like wild animals. Now 
imagine that you're about to storm an enemy machingegun nest. As one, 
shout "ENGLAND!!!" And then, once more with feeling.



• Then do a classic association exercise to sharpen minds and to get used to 
reacting to one another. You start by saying a word. Then the player to your 
left says the first thing to come to mind, without hesitation, and then the 
next player to the left reacts to that, and so on. Impress on them that speed 
is essential, so they should just fire away. Start out by saying "trenches", and 
then do three rounds or so.

• Brief  intro to World War One and the Western Front. Talk a bit about when 
World War One was (1914-1918) and what it was about. Talk about the 
Western Front and trench warfare, and what pictures of  this you have in 
your heads. Trenches, No Man's Land with barbed wire, machineguns, 
artillery, snipers, gas.

• Explain the basic layout of  the war zone. A front trench for keeping watch 
against the enemy, and behind this one to three rear trenches with 
underground shelters, where the soldiers live. In a trench there are firing 
steps with loopholes to look and shoot through, and duck boards at the 
bottom to walk on. All the trenches are connected by communication 
trenches. Behind the trenches the artillery is found, and still further back the 
field hospital. No Man's Land is between a couple of  hundred meters and a 
couple of  kilometers wide, and threatened by snipers on both sides. Both 
sides maintain belts of  barbed wire in front of  their front trenches, and at 
night try to find or cut openings in the enemy's barbed wire.

• Play main scene 0 as storytelling exercise and trench warfare intro. Play 
based on the main scene 0 sheet.

Character creation
Give each player a character sheet. The process is largely self-explanatory. Have 
materials ready for name tags, and have the secret creative constraints cut out so 
people can draw one each.

Prologue
Our Heroes sit together in a compartment in a train headed for the front. Ask the 
players to describe their characters as they enter and sit down. And do so yourself, 
what with you being a player too and all! When people have introduced themselves, 
set a timer for five minutes and get to know one another in character. The time is a 
guideline, not a hard limit! Ask people to round off  after the five minutes have 
passed.

Go to main scene 1



Nazi Zombies of  World War One – character
Make yourself  a brave young British soldier
A nice young man; crisp, juicy and entirely appetizing. Just pick fist name, nickname and last  
name as well as three traits. Then close your eyes and take 10-20 seconds to see him in 
your mind's eye, in uniform, at the front. When you've done that draw a secret creative 
constraint, read it and spend a minute or so adjusting your character to take it into 
account. You are now ready to play.

First names: Circle one
Ken, John, Jack, Charles, Tom, Richard, Wilfred, George, Ian, Clive, Robert, Henry, 
Vincent, Harold

Nicknames: Circle one
"Angle", "Dash", "Smoky", "Spark", "Jumpy", "Gunner", "Dick", "Piehole", "Barmy", 
"Poet", "Live", "Well done", "Shy"

Last names: Circle one
Jones, MacFarlane, Stark, Goddard, Richardson, Hamilton, Baker, Howard, Banks, 
Cooper, Brooke, Owen, Meyer, Christie

Three traits: Circle three (or make shit up, but fast)

Worker Shy Generous Poor

Loudmouth Snobbish Brave Afraid of  the dark

Lower class Upper class Chain smoker Religious

Well read Angry Socialist Impulsive

Optimistic Pessimistic Farm boy Witty

Nouveau riche Swears Lewd Polite

Refined Anxious Alcoholized Bitter

Draw a secret creative constraint
Read and adjust.

Play!
When everyone's ready. You'll get a chance to present and describe yourselves to each 
other. Write name, nickname and last name on a name tag and put it on.
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Nazi Zombies of  World War One – character
Make yourself  a brave young British soldier
A nice young man; crisp, juicy and entirely appetizing. Just pick fist name, nickname and last  
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Nazi Zombies of  World War One – character
Make yourself  a brave young British soldier
A nice young man; crisp, juicy and entirely appetizing. Just pick fist name, nickname and last  
name as well as three traits. Then close your eyes and take 10-20 seconds to see him in 
your mind's eye, in uniform, at the front. When you've done that draw a secret creative 
constraint, read it and spend a minute or so adjusting your character to take it into 
account. You are now ready to play.

First names: Circle one
Ken, John, Jack, Charles, Tom, Richard, Wilfred, George, Ian, Clive, Robert, Henry, 
Vincent, Harold

Nicknames: Circle one
"Angle", "Dash", "Smoky", "Spark", "Jumpy", "Gunner", "Dick", "Piehole", "Barmy", 
"Poet", "Live", "Well done", "Shy"
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Three traits: Circle three (or make shit up, but fast)

Worker Shy Generous Poor

Loudmouth Snobbish Brave Afraid of  the dark

Lower class Upper class Chain smoker Religious

Well read Angry Socialist Impulsive

Optimistic Pessimistic Farm boy Witty
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Read and adjust.

Play!
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Nazi Zombies of  World War One – character
Make yourself  a brave young British soldier
A nice young man; crisp, juicy and entirely appetizing. Just pick fist name, nickname and last  
name as well as three traits. Then close your eyes and take 10-20 seconds to see him in 
your mind's eye, in uniform, at the front. When you've done that draw a secret creative 
constraint, read it and spend a minute or so adjusting your character to take it into 
account. You are now ready to play.

First names: Circle one
Ken, John, Jack, Charles, Tom, Richard, Wilfred, George, Ian, Clive, Robert, Henry, 
Vincent, Harold

Nicknames: Circle one
"Angle", "Dash", "Smoky", "Spark", "Jumpy", "Gunner", "Dick", "Piehole", "Barmy", 
"Poet", "Live", "Well done", "Shy"

Last names: Circle one
Jones, MacFarlane, Stark, Goddard, Richardson, Hamilton, Baker, Howard, Banks, 
Cooper, Brooke, Owen, Meyer, Christie

Three traits: Circle three (or make shit up, but fast)

Worker Shy Generous Poor

Loudmouth Snobbish Brave Afraid of  the dark

Lower class Upper class Chain smoker Religious

Well read Angry Socialist Impulsive

Optimistic Pessimistic Farm boy Witty

Nouveau riche Swears Lewd Polite

Refined Anxious Alcoholized Bitter

Draw a secret creative constraint
Read and adjust.

Play!
When everyone's ready. You'll get a chance to present and describe yourselves to each 
other. Write name, nickname and last name on a name tag and put it on.



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Secret creative constraint

Your first name is really Roseanne, and you're a woman! You've dressed as a man and taken your brother's 
name to be able to take his place in the army because he's a frightened, fragile boy who would never 
survive the horrors of  the war. Now the socks are in place in your pants and you're at war.

It's a secret! Don't share it with your fellow players now. Instead bring it into play along the way when it 
makes sense. It's best if  you get it out, but it's also OK if  it's just inside your head.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Secret creative constraint

Your first name is really Ellen, and you're a woman! You're full of  lust for adventure and fear of  boredom, 
and you've read a disturbing amount of  trashy novels full of  action and disguises – that's how you got the 
idea. Now the socks are in place in your pants and you're at war.

It's a secret! Don't share it with your fellow players now. Instead bring it into play along the way when it 
makes sense. It's best if  you get it out, but it's also OK if  it's just inside your head.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Secret creative constraint

Actually you're pretty nearsighted, but you are full of  patriotic fire and can't abide the thought of  sitting at 
home with your hands in your lap. So, you've sweet-talked and bribed your way past the draft board, and 
now you're serving your country! Hooray! Note: You're nearsighted, but nowhere near blind. With a pair 
of  glasses you can shoot just fine, and even without them you can find your way around. Mostly.

It's a secret! Don't share it with your fellow players now. Instead bring it into play along the way when it 
makes sense. It's best if  you get it out, but it's also OK if  it's just inside your head.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Secret creative constraint

Actually you're pretty nearsighted, but you are full of  patriotic fire and can't abide the thought of  sitting at 
home with your hands in your lap. So, you've sweet-talked and bribed your way past the draft board, and 
now you're serving your country! Hooray! Note: You're nearsighted, but nowhere near blind. With a pair 
of  glasses you can shoot just fine, and even without them you can find your way around. Mostly.

It's a secret! Don't share it with your fellow players now. Instead bring it into play along the way when it 
makes sense. It's best if  you get it out, but it's also OK if  it's just inside your head.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Secret creative constraint

You're really just 15 years old, but you have forged your papers and signed up in the army in order to 
avenge your parents who drowned when their ship was sunk by an U-boot. The honour of  the family 
requires revenge, as does your boiling blood. REVENGE!!!

It's a secret! Don't share it with your fellow players now. Instead bring it into play along the way when it 
makes sense. It's best if  you get it out, but it's also OK if  it's just inside your head.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





Rules for Britons
• Keep the pace high!
• Every time it's your turn (going round 

clockwise), tell two or three sentences 
about the war and what your character is 
doing.

• It's OK to have very brief  conversations 
with other characters, but save the long 
ones for the interludes.

• When you've said your piece, roll a four-
sided die.

• On a 1 you become threatened, and show it 
by placing a coin in front of  you.

• If  you roll a 1 again while threatened, you 
fall. Remove all threat markers when 
someone falls. 

• Play the required sequence. If  more must 
fall, the main scene goes on with telling and 
dice-rolling. Fallen Britons join the Nazi 
zombie side.



Main scene 0, warmup
–in which you build the Western Front

Tell based on these things
It is July 1917. After four hours of  intense artillery duel, 20.000 British 
soldiers get ready to storm the german lines in this section of  the front.

• Trenches, systems with three to four trenches connected by communication 
trenches

• No Man's Land

• Barbed Wire

• Soldiers

• Artillery

• Underground shelters

• Field hospital

Tell, tell
Tell two to three sentences each. Don't roll dice. Then the next player clockwise 
picks up the tale, reusing something the previous player said. That way things will 
seem sort of  coherent.

Tell your way three times around the table.



Main scene 1
–in which our young heroes are crawling around in the mud

The scene continues until ONE has fallen

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's August 1917. Things are calm at the front. Our Heroes are on watch in the 
front trench one sunny late afternoon. The breeze from No Man's Land reeks of  
corpses.

• Snipers

• Artillery duels

• Patrolling by night in No Man's Land

• Raids

• Rumours of  a coming offensive

...in other words, business as usual on the Western Front

When one (necessarily a Briton) has fallen
You must tell once round the table, without dice. The unlucky player starts. When 
the last player has told their tale, the unlucky character must have suffered a bloody 
death by ordinary bullets and grenades, or whatever makes sense. Then you play the 
interlude.

Interlude
The four surviving Britons are standing around the fresh grave of  the deceased. 
Play ordinary in character play, not storytelling. Round off  after five minutes.

Subjects? The dead and death, heroism and sacrifice. Or whatever you come up 
with.



Main scene 2
–in which death rains screeching from the sky, and rises from the mud

The scene continues until TWO have fallen

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's September 1917. There are rumours going around of  offensives and counter-
offensives, but there's not much acually happening but artillery bombardment. The 
germans and Britons are hammering each other to a bloody pulp with artillery 
shells, day and night. It's afternoon, and Our Heroes have just received orders for a 
barbed wire repair mission tonight, as the germans managed to cut through quite a 
bit last night.

• Artillery observers in planes and balloons

• The screeching of  incoming shells

• Earth raining down from strikes nearby

• Repairs under the cover of  darkness

• Shell-shocked secondary characters

A Briton falls
Cut to nighttime if  it isn't night already. The unlucky player starts telling. When the 
last player has said their piece, the unlucky Briton must have died a bloody death. 
Your mission here is to run around in a panic over invulnerable Germans in the 
night. I'm counting on you!

A Nazi zombie is unlucky
Cut to nighttime if  it isn't night already. The unlucky player starts telling. When the 
last player has said their piece, you will have driven back the Nazi zombies with 
desperate heroism. I'm counting on you!

Interlude
In character, not storytelling.

You Britons are sitting in an underground shelter drinking tea with an aftertaste of  
the pea soup with horse meat that you had for dinner.

Round off  after five minutes.

Subjects? Who tried to get out of  joining the army, who took extra trouble to get 
in? Or whatever you come up with.



Main scene 3
–in which the living wear masks, because there's gas

The scene continues until TWO have fallen

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's October 1917. The germans are trying to break the monotony with gas attacks. 
And then they attack, of  course, wearing gas masks. It's morning, and Our Heroes 
are on watch in the front trench. It's misty and a cold, foul-smelling east wind 
blows from No Man's Land and the german lines.

• Corrosive, choking gas that attacks eyes, throat and lungs (chlorine and 
phosgene gas mix)

• Mustard gas that causes terrible chemical burns on contact with skin, and 
which lingers for days as a greasy film on anything it touches

• Gas shells

• Great clouds of  gas released from dozens of  big tanks when the wind is 
right for carrying it towards the enemy lines

• Germans with flamethrowers

A Briton falls
Nazi zombies come pouring out of  the pale green fog. The unlucky player starts 
telling. When the last player has said their piece, the unlucky Briton must have died 
a bloody death. Remember to fight for your lives, struggling for breath under the 
gas masks.

A Nazi zombie is unlucky
Nazi zombies come pouring out of  the pale green fog. The unlucky player starts 
telling. When the last player has said their piece, you will have driven back the Nazi 
zombies with desperate heroism. I'm counting on you!

Interlude
In character, not storytelling. You're on watch in a trench, by a machinegun nest, 
while a blessed shower of  rain washes away the gas residue. Round off  after five 
minutes, or one minute if  there's only a single survivor.

Subjects? What do you miss? Do you have someone at home? Do you need 
someone to hold you? Or whatever you come up with.

If  all Britons are dead, skip to the Nazi zombie epilogue



Main scene 4
–in which plague ravages the land and everything comes apart

The scene continues until TWO have fallen

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's November 1917. Horrible epidemics are raging. The radio isn't working. The 
war zone is a bombed-out, splintered, barbed-wire-tangled wasteland covered by 
stinking mists, where Nazi zombies are hunting down the last survivors, Britons 
and germans alike. Surviving Britons are searching for supplies in the underground 
shelters in one of  the back trenches.

First fallen, if  there are Britons left after this
You know the drill by now. Go back to telling with dice when you're done.

Ended by a Briton (but there are more left)
Everything is chaos and death, for Britons, germans and french. You must tell a 
round, without dice. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last player has said 
their piece, the unlucky Briton must have died a bloody death. Remember to flee 
the nightmare.

Then go to the British epilogue

Ended by the last Briton
Everything is chaos and death, for Britons, germans and french. You must tell a 
round, without dice. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last player has said 
their piece, the unlucky Briton must have died a bloody death.

Then go to the Nazi zombie epilogue

Ended by a Nazi zombie
Everything is chaos and death, for Britons, germans and french. You must tell a 
round, without dice. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last player has 
spoken, surviving Britons will be on their way out of  the war zone.

Then go to the British epilogue



British epilogue
–If  any Britons survive main scene 4

You can move freely in the room and use tables and chairs as props, if  you will.

Frame the scene based on these things
It's May 1918. The survivors are resting in a sanatorium in Scotland after their 
apparent mental breakdown. They're drinking tea in the sun on the terrace facing 
the lush garden.

Britons play themselves in the sanatorium.

Nazi zombie players play staff  or other patients.

Play for as long as you like, until someone cuts the scene.



Main scene 0
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 1
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 2
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 3
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 4
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Nazi Zombies

of World War One



Rules for Nazi zombies
• Keep the pace high!

• You aren't playing your Briton as a 
zombie, but the zombies in general

• Every time it's your turn (going round clockwise), 
tell two or three sentences about the war and, if  
they're in the picture, the menacing Nazi zombies.

• When you've said your piece, roll a four-sided die.

• On a 1 you become threatened, and show it by 
placing a coin in front of  you.

• If  you roll a 1 again while threatened, you fall. No 
juicy British flesh for you. Remove all threat 
markers when someone falls. 

• Play the required sequence. If  more must fall, the 
main scene goes on with telling and dice-rolling. 
Fallen Britons join the Nazi zombie side.



Main scene 1
–but wait, there are no zombies yet, not here



Main scene 2
–in which death rains screeching from the sky, and rises from the mud

The scene continues until TWO have fallen

Achtung: You're not playing your Briton as zombie

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's September 1917. There are rumours going around of  offensives and counter-
offensives, but there's not much acually happening but artillery bombardment. The 
germans and Britons are hammering each other to a bloody pulp with artillery shells, day 
and night. It's afternoon, and Our Heroes have just received orders for a barbed wire 
repair mission tonight, as the germans managed to cut through quite a bit last night.

• Artillery observers in planes and balloons

• The screeching of  incoming shells

• Earth raining down from strikes nearby

• Repairs under the cover of  darkness

• Shell-shocked secondary characters

Be a little subtle. Suggest that the dead aren't that dead, that there's something out 
there in the night, but don't tell living dead until the first casualty falls.

A Briton falls
Cut to nighttime if  it isn't night already. The unlucky player starts telling. You, nazi 
zombie, must kill the unlucky Briton (but not the others) in a bloody and grotesque way, 
with nazi zombies, when it's your turn to tell the tale.

A nazi zombie is unlucky
Cut to nighttime if  it isn't night already. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last 
player has said their piece, they will have driven off  the nazi zombies with desperate 
heroism. Verdammt!

Interlude
The Britons play a scene now. You have nothing to do here. Stare at them hungrily, 
without interfering.



Main scene 3
–in which the living wear masks, because there's gas

The scene continues until TWO have fallen

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's october 1917. The germans are trying to break the monotony with gas attacks. And 
then they attack, of  course, wearing gas masks. It's morning, and Our Heroes are on 
watch in the front trench. It's misty and a cold, foul-smelling east wind blows from No 
Man's Land and the german lines.

• Corrosive, choking gas that attacks eyes, throat and lungs (chlorine and phosgene 
gas mix)

• Mustard gas that causes terrible chemical burns on contact with skin, and which 
lingers for days as a greasy film on anything it touches

• Gas shells

• Great clouds of  gas released from dozens of  big tanks when the wind is right for 
carrying it towards the enemy lines

• Germans with flamethrowers

Don't have the nazi zombies come out of  the fog until everyone has rolled a die once. 
They spare neither germans nor Britons.

A Briton falls
Nazi zombies come pouring out of  the pale green fog. The unlucky player starts telling. 
When the last player has said their piece, the unlucky Briton must have died a bloody 
death. Kill the fallen character, but no other player characters. Don't be nice about it.

A nazi zombie is unlucky
Nazi zombies come pouring out of  the pale green fog. The unlucky player starts telling. 
When the last player has said their piece, they will have driven back the nazi zombies 
with desperate heroism. Donnerwetter!

Interlude
The Britons play a scene now. You have nothing to do here. Stare at them hungrily, 
without interfering.

If  all Britons are dead, go to the nazi zombie epilogue.



Main scene 4
–in which plague ravages the land and everything comes apart

The scene continues until TWO have fallen

Tell based on these things while you roll dice
It's november 1917. Horrible epidemics are raging. The radio isn't working. The war 
zone is a bombed-out, splintered, barbed-wire-tangled wasteland covered by stinking 
mists, where nazi zombies are hunting down the last survivors, Britons and germans 
alike. Surviving Britons are searching for supplies in the underground shelters in one of  
the back trenches.

First fallen, if  there are Britons left after this
You know the drill by now. Go back to telling with dice when you're done.

Ended by a Briton (but there are more left)
Everything is chaos and death, for Britons, germans and french. You must tell a round, 
without dice. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last player has said their piece, 
the unlucky Briton must have died a bloody death.

Then go to the British epilogue

Ended by the last Briton
Everything is chaos and death, for Britons, germans and french. You must tell a round, 
without dice. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last player has said their piece, 
the unlucky Briton must have died a bloody death.

Then go to the nazi zombie epilogue

Ended by a nazi zombie
Everything is chaos and death, for Britons, germans and french. You must tell a round, 
without dice. The unlucky player starts telling. When the last player has spoken, 
surviving Britons will be on their way out of  the war zone.

Then go to the British epilogue



Nazi zombie epilogue
–if  there are no Britons left alive

Tell it like this
First you go once around the table, each taking a turn describing the battlefield and the 
thousands of  corpses.

Then go once around the table, each taking a turn to describe how the corpses rise up as 
nazi zombies, form columns and march on Germany and world history.



Main scene 1
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 2
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 3
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬



Main scene 4
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬


